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T r a c e y L . We l d o n
University of South Carolina
A B S T R A C T
Many researchers have investigated the copula for possible links between African
American Vernacular English (aave) and Atlantic Creoles, a connection that has
served as the foundation of the Creolist Hypothesis in the on-going debate over the
origins of aave. One variety that has been of particular interest in this debate is
Gullah, which has been hypothetically linked toaave since some of the earliest
statements of the Creolist Hypothesis. To date, however, very little research has
been done on copula variability in Gullah itself. This study, therefore, provides an
analysis of copula variability in present affirmative contexts in Gullah. Variation is
found among full, contracted, and zero forms in 1st person singular, plural02nd
person singular, and 3rd person singular environments. The analysis also reveals
some parallels between Gullah andaave that offer support for the theory of an
aave0creole connection.
For many years now, linguistic interest in Gullah has focused primarily on the
question of its putative relationship to African American Vernacular English
(aave). Creolists have attempted to trace the roots ofaave to creole sources
(e.g., Bailey, 1965; Baugh, 1980; Dillard, 1972; Holm, 1984; Rickford, 1974,
1977, 1998;1 Stewart, 1967, 1968; Winford, 1992a, 1992b, 1998), whereas dia-
lectologists have argued that the origins ofaave may be traced to early British
English sources (e.g., D’Eloia, 1973; Ewers, 1996; Howe & Walker, 2000, Krapp,
1924; Kurath, 1928, 1949; McDavid & McDavid, 1951; Montgomery, 1991;
Poplack & Sankoff, 1987; Poplack & Tagliamonte, 1989, 1991, 1994, 2001;
Schneider, 1982, 1989, 1993; Tagliamonte & Poplack, 1988, 1993; Walker, 2000).
At the forefront of this debate have been studies of the copula, inspired by the
observation that patterning of the copula inaave differs significantly from pat-
terns found in other English varieties, but resembles patterns found in certain
creole varieties, particularly with regard to the effects of following grammatical
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environment.2 Bailey (1965) was the first to recognize this phenomenon in a
comparison ofaave, Standard English (se), and Jamaican Creole. As noted by
Rickford (1998:173), “[Bailey’s] paper was valuable for demonstrating that the
nature of the following grammatical environment critically determined the real-
ization of the copula in creoles, and for suggesting that comparisons between
aave and creoles on this dimension might be important for the creole hypothesis.”
Since this time, creolists have compared patterns of copula variability inaave
to those found in a number of creole varieties, including those spoken in Guyana
(e.g., Bickerton, 1971, 1972; Edwards, 1980), Barbados3 (e.g., Rickford & Blake,
1990), Trinidad (e.g., Winford, 1992a), and Liberia (e.g., Singler, 1991).4 How-
ever, the creole variety that has been most closely linked toaave, at least hypo-
thetically, is Gullah, the only English-based creole spoken in the United States
today. It has been suggested that certain distinctive features ofaave may be
attributed to creole influence, either through direct descent from Gullah or a
Gullah-like creole (e.g., Stewart, 1968) or through language shift by speakers of
such varieties (e.g., Winford, 1997). Yet, despite such theories, very few studies
have examined the system of copula variability in Gullah, either alone or in com-
parison to that ofaave.
One notable exception is Holm (1984), which compared findings reported in
earlier studies of theaave copula to the systems of copula variability in Jamaican
Creole (based on data from LePage & DeCamp, 1960) and Gullah (based on data
from Turner, 1949). Holm found that the grammatical hierarchies for copula ab-
sence in Gullah and Jamaican Creole differed from those reported in studies of
theaave copula such as Labov (1969, 1972a) and Wolfram (1969). Holm’s ex-
planation for this disparity was that the speaker groups that were examined rep-
resented “different levels of the continuum” and thus were not accurate points of
comparison (1984:294). However, later researchers (including Holm himself )
noted that Holm’s findings were skewed by the comparison of “mismatched”
forms, which included both present and past copula forms as well as the progres-
sive aspect markers [d@] and [@] (see, e.g., Holm, 1984; Rickford & Blake, 1990;
Winford, 1992a). Furthermore, Holm’s categories did not correspond to those
typically analyzed in studies of theaave copula, which were generally restricted
to variants ofis and, later,are. For these reasons, Holm’s figures were not an
accurate basis for comparison with theaave data, nor did they accurately reflect
the system of copula variability in Gullah.
The present study, therefore, aims to fill this gap in the literature by providing
a quantitative analysis of copula variability in present affirmative contexts in
Gullah. Along these lines, the following questions are addressed:
What are the variable contexts?
What are the variants?
What social and0or linguistic factors govern the variation?
Answering such questions should not only contribute to our understanding of the
Gullah system itself, but also facilitate future comparisons between the copula
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systems of Gullah andaave, as well as between Gullah and other English-based
creoles.5
M E T H O D O L O G Y
The data for this study were collected in three mainland communities (McClel-
lanville, Mt. Pleasant, andAwendaw, SC) and two Sea Island communities (Johns
Island and St. Helena Island, SC). Both islands are accessible to the mainland by
bridge. Through periodic visits taken between 1993 and 1995, I conducted field-
work on Johns Island and St. Helena Island and in McClellanville. A total of ten
hours of recordings from these communities was selected for examination. These
data were then supplemented by an additional five hours of recordings donated by
the McKissick Museum at the University of South Carolina in Columbia. These
tapes were recorded in 1985 and 1989 in Mt. Pleasant and Awendaw, SC, both
mainland communities.6 Table 1 shows the distribution of the data across these
individual communities.
The areas in which these data were collected were primarily rural, racially
segregated, working-class neighborhoods. Table 2 summarizes the socioeco-
nomic and racial make-up of the two counties in which data were collected, based
on the 1990 U.S. Census report.7 As these figures illustrate, the racial distribu-
tions for Beaufort and Charleston Counties were quite similar. Blacks made up
approximately 30% of the overall population in both counties. Median incomes
in the two counties were also similar, with Beaufort and Charleston both averag-
ing around $30,000 per household and per family. The major difference between
the two counties was the overall population, with the Charleston County popu-
lation totaling more than three times that of Beaufort County.
Table 3 provides a further breakdown of the socioeconomic status of Blacks
and Whites in these two counties. As these figures show, the median income
among Blacks was, on average, $20,000 lower than that of Whites, with approx-
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imately 30% of Blacks living below the poverty level. Although more than 50%
of Blacks over the age of 25 had received a high school diploma, less than 9% had
completed college with a bachelor’s degree or higher. By contrast, more than
80% of Whites over the age of 25 had received a high school diploma, and roughly
30% had completed college with a bachelor’s degree or higher.
Although significant numbers of Gullah-speaking residents were found in each
of the communities where fieldwork was conducted, the repertoire of linguistic
varieties spoken by African Americans in these areas was not restricted to Gullah
alone. Rather, many speakers were also fluent in some variety ofaave and0or se
either in addition to or instead of Gullah. Age, mobility, socioeconomic status,
and group identity were key factors in determining which variety or varieties
were spoken. While conducting fieldwork, I found that speakers under the age of
TABLE 2. 1990 general statistics for Beaufort and Charleston Countiesa
Beaufort County Charleston County
Race
Blacks 24,582 (28.4%) 102,988 (34.9%)
Whites 59,843 (69.2%) 187,553 (63.6%)
Other 2,000 (2.4%) 4,498 (1.5%)
Total 86,425 295,039
Median income in 1989
Per household $30,450 $ 26,875
Per family $34,534 $ 31,374
aFigures drawn from the 1990 U.S. Census of population.
TABLE 3. Statistics for Blacks and Whites in Beaufort and Charleston Countiesa
Beaufort County Charleston County
Black White Black White
Median income in 1989
Per household $15,164 $36,644 $16,214 $32,081
Per family $17,661 $40,764 $18,603 $38,052
Income below poverty level in 1989
Percent of families 31.1% 4.0% 31.3% 5.0%
Education for persons 25 years and older
High school graduate or higher 61.5% 90.9% 57.6% 83.6%
Bachelor’s degree or higher 8.1% 32.8% 8.8% 28.5%
aFigures drawn from the 1990 U.S. Census of population.
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20 commanded the widest range of varieties. However, as an outsider, I found it
extremely difficult to elicit this range. In my presence, most of the young speak-
ers usedaave in unrecorded casual conversation andaave or se when the re-
corder was turned on. In many instances, theaave or se that they used was
heavily influenced by Gullah phonology and intonation. However, there were
some young speakers whose accents were not even distinctively Gullah-like. Given
these tendencies, my initial impression was that Gullah was not spoken by the
younger generations.8 However, after spending more time in the area, I began to
overhear periodic conversations in Gullah by younger speakers, which led me to
realize that Gullah was, instead, reserved by the younger generations as an in-
group variety. The reluctance of these speakers to use Gullah in the presence of
outsiders was most likely a reflection of the negative stigma associated with the
creole in the wider community. Within the community itself, however, fluency in
Gullah served as an important identity marker, signifying membership in and
loyalty to the community.9
For speakers aged 20–60, mobility and occupation were key factors in deter-
mining the varieties that were spoken. Speakers who left their communities for
some time (e.g., to attend college or to work) and then returned home later were
more likely to speakaave or se. Speakers in this age range who remained in the
area were found to employ much more Gullah, even in the presence of outsiders.
In my fieldwork experience, however, speakers fitting into this latter category
were few in number. And those that I did encounter were extremely skeptical
about my purpose in the community. It was, therefore, difficult to collect a sig-
nificant amount of data from speakers in this age group.
The most consistent Gullah speakers were those aged 60 and older. The speak-
ers that I met in this age group were usually permanent residents who had re-
ceived a limited amount of education and who exhibited a strong sense of loyalty
to and identification with the Gullah community. In most instances, Gullah was
the only language variety in which these speakers were fluent. And when ap-
proached with topics such as “life in the old days,” most were willing to talk to me
even with the recorder turned on. Therefore, it was this age group that became the
focus of my research.
As noted earlier, 15 hours of speech were selected for examination. This total
consisted of two basic speech styles: 6.5 hours of casual group conversation and
8.5 hours of interviews. The group conversations generally consisted of three to
five people speaking in a casual setting with the recorder present. In some in-
stances, I did the recordings myself. In other instances, I sought the assistance of
various members of the community, who did the recordings for me. Those who
assisted me were aware that my goal was to collect samples of Gullah speech.
However, the speakers that I recorded were usually told that my purpose was to
learn more about Sea Island culture, or to talk about the “old days,” or to discuss
topics such as seeking religion or the art of shrimping, fishing, farming, and so
forth. The goal, of course, was to draw the focus away from the language itself
and make the speakers feel as at ease as possible, thus reducing the effects of the
Observer’s Paradox (see Labov, 1972b, 1972c, 1984).
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In addition to these casual speech samples, more formal styles were elicited by
means of recorded interviews. In some cases, I conducted the interviews alone,
interviewing one or two Gullah speakers at a time. Other interviews were done in
conjunction with another researcher, who was collecting samples of oral history
for her own research and introduced me as her assistant.10All of the tapes donated
by the McKissick Museum were interview-style recordings, each involving one
or two Gullah speakers. From an impressionistic point of view, the conversation
and interview settings elicited speech styles that seemed to range from lower
mesolectal to upper mesolectal or even lower acrolectal speech. This range was
most indicative of the everyday Gullah that I encountered.11
The speaker group selected for this study consisted of 21 speakers (7 males,
14 females), all over 60 years of age.12 None of these speakers had obtained more
than a grade school education and some had received no formal schooling at all.
Although several speakers had lived or worked in more than one community
within the coastal South Carolina region, none had spent any significant time as
residents outside the area. Current and previous occupations among the female
speakers included oyster factory workers, paper mill workers, basket makers,
child caretakers, and housekeepers, whereas occupations among the male speak-
ers included farmers, fisherman, shrimpers, and carpenters. Table 4 provides a
breakdown of the speaker sample according to age, gender, and occupation; Table 5
presents an overall summary of the speaker group.
TABLE 4. Breakdown of speaker group by gender,
age, and occupation
Speaker # Gender Age Occupation
1 M 80 Farmer
2 M 66 Factory worker
3 M 70 Fisherman
4 M 73 Carpenter
5 M 84 Farmer
6 M 75 Shrimper
7 M 70 Fisherman
8 F 81 Factory worker
9 F 79 Child caretaker0cook
10 F 82 Child caretaker
11 F 69 Factory worker
12 F 78 Housekeeper
13 F 70 Farmer
14 F 70 Farmer
15 F 73 Cook
16 F 69 Preacher
17 F 83 Housekeeper
18 F 80 Farmer
19 F 65 Seamstress
20 F 70s Basket maker
21 F 72 Basket maker
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A N A L Y S I S
In the sections that follow, I present a quantitative analysis of copula variability
in the Gullah data, based on multiple regression analyses performed bygold-
varb 2.0 for the Macintosh (Rand & Sankoff, 1990). As in previous studies of
copula variability, indeterminate tokens were excluded from the analysis as well
as copula tokens in nonfinite, emphatic, inverted, and exposed positions, which
either failed to exhibit variation at all or involved patterns of variability that
differed from those that were the focus of this study (see Labov, 1969, 1972a).
Decisions of which forms to exclude were also informed by Blake (1997), which
provided a comprehensive overview of the various exclusions that had been made
in previous studies of copula variability inaave and related varieties. Exclusions
that are specific to a given variable are discussed as they become relevant.
Defining the variable context and method of tabulation
In present affirmative contexts, variation was found among full, contracted, and
zero copula forms in 1st person singular, plural02nd person singular, and 3rd
person singular environments. Sentences (1) through (11) illustrate the variation
found in each environment.
1st person singular environments (am, ‘m, zero)
(1) I am just telling the boys.
(2) I’m gonna get me a blue tag.
(3) I feel like I__ fourteen.
Plural02nd person singular environments (are, ‘re, is, ‘s, zero)13
(4) We are now trying to restore it.
(5) You take the ashes when you’re done.
(6) But now them is the one now.
(7) You’s one woman.
(8) They__watching you.










Total number of hours 15
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3rd person singular environments (i , ‘s, zero)
(9) The girl right here is our daughter.
(10) Man, the weather’s bad.
(11) She__coming here too.
Previous studies have differed with regard to how variation in these environments
is handled. In most studies of theaave copula, 1st person singular forms have
been excluded because of the lack of zero copula tokens in this environment.
Blake (1997:68) proposed that 1st person singular environments be considered
“don’t count” cases in studies of theaave copula because of their strong prefer-
ence for contraction. Unlikeaave, however, Gullah allows for variation among
full, contracted, and zero copula forms in this environment, consistent with pat-
terns found in a number of Atlantic creoles, including those spoken in Trinidad
and Barbados (see, e.g., Rickford & Blake, 1990; Winford, 1992a) as well as the
diaspora varieties Samanà English and Liberian Settler English (see, e.g., Poplack
& Sankoff, 1987; Singler, 1991). Given this variation in the Gullah data, 1st
person singular forms are included in the current analysis.
There has also been debate over whether tokens ofare should be analyzed as
part of the overall system of copula variability. Labov, Cohen, Robins, and Lewis
(1968) argued thatare variability differs from that ofis or am becauseare is
deleted through a process of [r]-vocalization (or desulcalization) and subsequent
loss of post-vocalic schwa. And Walker (2000:65) concluded thatare should be
excluded from future analyses of copula variability because of the difficulties in
distinguishing instances ofare-deletion from those of [r]-deletion. However, Wol-
fram (1974:508) cautioned against treatingareabsence as a simple consequence
of post-vocalic [r] absence via desulcalization, noting, among other things, that
post-vocalic [r] is consistently constrained by the effects of a following conso-
nant, which favors desulcalization of [r], whereasare absence shows no consis-
tent patterning according to following phonological environment.Thus, subsequent
researchers have includedare in their analyses, often collapsingareandis into a
single variable to allow for a more robust data set. And Blake (1997:63) agreed
that “are forms should continue to be counted in copula analysis.” A small sam-
pling of the Gullah data indicates that both [r]-vocalization and [r]-deletion are in
effect in the Gullah data, as shown in Table 6. As such, these processes have at
least the potential to affect the copula results, as studies such as Labov et al.
(1968) and Walker (2000) suggested. Still, in consideration of the observations
made in Wolfram (1974), plural02nd person singular variation is examined here
to determine how the variants are distributed in the Gullah data.
Although forms ofis have been a consistent focus of copula studies, debate
has ensued over the question of whether they should be analyzed in conjunction
with forms of are or treated as a separate variable. Citing similarities in their
respective constraint effects, a number of researchers have chosen to collapseis
andare under a single variable, while capturing their differences by a person–
number group.As noted by Rickford, Ball, Blake, Jackson, and Martin (1991:112),
this option has the benefit of “making the data pool larger and more robust and
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ensuring that their similarities in constraint effects need be stated only once.” For
the current data set, one possible complication of mergingis andare in this way
involves the pattern of variable agreement in plural02nd person singular envi-
ronments, as illustrated earlier in sentences (4) through (8). In addition to copula
absence, this environment allows for variation among full and contracted forms
of both are and is, in contrast to 1st person singular and 3rd person singular
environments, in which the overt copula forms exhibit patterns that are consistent
with se rules of subject–verb concord. Table 7 shows the totals for the overt
copula forms according to person–number.14
The variable agreement pattern exhibited here is one that has been observed in
a number of nonstandard English dialects as well as several English-based cre-
oles.15 However, researchers have differed in the ways that they have handled
such patterns in studies of copula variability. Walker (2000) argued that coding
for the standard underlying form (i.e., ignoring the nonstandard agreement pat-
tern) is justified for varieties with very high rates of agreement, such as the re-
spective 80% and 96% agreement patterns that he observed in the African Nova
Scotian English (anse) and Ex-Slave Recordings (esr) data discussed in his study.
Although the percentage of agreement in plural02nd person singular environ-
ments in the Gullah data is fairly high, at 74%, collapsingis andare into a single
variable does not allow for the behavior ofis and‘s to be teased out from that of
areand‘re in this environment. For this reason, the variation is examined in terms
of three separate variables: 1st person singular variation, plural02nd person sin-
gular variation, and 3rd person singular variation.







TABLE 7. Person–number agreement patterns among overt copula forms
am0‘m is0‘s are0‘re % Agreement
1st person singular 39 0 0 100
plural02nd person singular 0 11 31 74
3rd person singular 0 84 0 100
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Finally, previous studies have differed in their methods of counting copula
tokens in present affirmative contexts. Labov (1969, 1972a) and Baugh (1980),
for example, counted zero tokens as a subset of contracted ones, arguing that
“if contraction does not occur . . . deletion cannot occur” (Labov, 1972a:77).16
Romaine (1982), however, argued that “deletion” should be ordered before con-
traction and that contracted tokens should then be counted out of the remaining
full and contracted forms.17 In Winford (1992a), contracted and zero copula to-
kens were each counted as a percentage of all possible forms, in a manner de-
scribed by Rickford et al. (1991) as “straight contraction and deletion.” Other
studies, such as Rickford et al. (1991) and Hannah (1997), applied a variety of
formulas for purposes of comparison. The formulas presented here represent













F 1 C 1 D
Straight contraction
C
F 1 C 1 D
Straight0Romaine deletion
D
F 1 C 1 D
C 5 contracted copula; D5 deleted copula; F5 full copula
In most instances, the decision of which formulas to use has been based on theo-
retical grounds, with consideration given to the underlying system and various
rule-ordering restrictions. Walker (2000:59), however, found fault with this method
of choosing a formula for a number of reasons, including the observation that
“recent semantic theory . . . argues that, even in English, the copula is only intro-
duced to satisfy tense0agreement requirements of non-verbal predicates and is
not underlyingly present.” Given these reservations, Walker chose his method of
tabulation based on statistical rather than theoretical grounds, testing each for-
mula and settling on the “Labov contraction and deletion” formulas because they
yielded the highest log likelihoods.
For the current study, the choice of formula was based on slightly different
considerations. Given the decision to define the variables according to the person–
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number of the subject and to examine both the concord and nonconcord tokens in
plural02nd person singular environments, the “straight contraction and deletion”
formulas (in which each variant is counted as a percentage of all possible forms)
appear to represent the best (and, perhaps, only) option of those presented here. In
all other instances, one is forced to assumese patterns of subject–verb agreement.
As discussed in Rickford et al. (1991), the formula one uses has direct conse-
quences on the results produced. In particular, it has been noted that the “straight
contraction and deletion” methods result in diametrically opposed patterns for
following grammatical environment, with contraction favored most in nominal
environments and zero favored most in future environments (see also Labov,
1969; Wolfram, 1975). Thus, for purposes of consistency and comparison, the
“straight contraction and deletion” formulas are applied to all of the variables
examined here.
Linguistic, social, and stylistic constraints
To get a sense of what factors would influence the observed variables, I con-
sidered the effects of six factor groups that have been tested in previous studies
of copula variability. These included four linguistic factor groups (preceding
phonological environment, following phonological environment, subject type,
and following grammatical environment) and two nonlinguistic groups (gender
and style).
In previous studies, preceding and following phonological environments have
been tested to determine how and0or whether contracted and, particularly, zero
forms of the copula are phonologically conditioned. One of the issues that has
sparked a significant amount of debate in the analysis ofaave copula variability
is the question of whether the copula is underlyingly present and phonologically
deleted or underlyingly absent and morphologically inserted. Labov’s methods of
calculating contraction and deletion were motivated by the former assumption,
while Romaine’s methods were motivated by the latter. In previous studies, evi-
dence of phonological conditioning on the zero copula has been regarded as an
indication that the copula is underlyingly present and deleted. However, in Rick-
ford et al. (1991), it was observed that the method of calculation itself actually
plays a role in determining whether or not a phonological effect is realized (see
also Bender, 2000).
Preceding phonological environment is significant for Labov deletion, as we would
expect in Labov’s formulation, where deletion involves the removal of the lone
consonant remaining after contraction, a process favored by a preceding consonant.
Straight deletion—which involves the removal of the copula vowel and consonant
simultaneously, as agrammaticalrather thanphonologicalvariable—shows no
significant phonological conditioning, so each method’s theoretical assumptions
are supported byits respective quantitative results. (Rickford et al., 1991:118;
emphasis in the original)
Although conclusions about the status of the copula (as underlyingly present or
absent) may not be informed by the effects of phonological conditioning, exam-
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inations of phonological environment can inform the analysis in other ways, par-
ticularly with regard to the nature ofarevariability. These groups, therefore, were
considered in the current analysis.
For subject type, previous studies of copula variability inaave have shown
that both contraction and absence are generally favored in pronominal environ-
ments (particularly in the environment of personal pronoun subjects) and dis-
favored in the environment of fullnp subjects. Labov (1972a:85) called this factor
group “the single most important constraint on deletion inbev [Black English
Vernacular], and upon contraction inse andbev.” However, for copula absence,
many creole varieties have either exhibited the reverse of this pattern, as illus-
trated by the figures for Barbadian Creole in Table 8, or the same pattern asaave
but with smaller margins of difference, as illustrated by the figures for Trinida-
dian English.19 Rickford (1998) pointed to this discrepancy as one that creolists
have failed to account for in their analyses. This distinction was tested on the
Gullah data to determine how it compares to patterns found elsewhere.
As noted earlier, the effect of following grammatical environment on the cop-
ula has been a primary focus in the debate over the possible creole ancestry of
aave. Specifically, creolists have argued that the distribution of copula absence
along the hierarchy inaave, where copula absence is favored more in progres-
sive and future environments and less in nominal, adjectival, and locative envi-
ronments, resembles that found in a number of creole varieties. Comparisons of
the aave hierarchy with those in creole varieties, however, have revealed two
major inconsistencies that have led some researchers to question the extent to
which aave actually exhibits the typical creole pattern. One of the inconsisten-
cies, noted by Poplack and Sankoff (1987) as well as Mufwene (1992), involves
adjectival predicates, which exhibit relatively high frequencies of copula pres-
ence inaave but strongly favor copula absence in creole varieties. But studies
such as Singler (1991) and Winford (1992a) have argued that, when mesolectal
TABLE 8. Copula absence by subject type inaave,
Barbadian Creole, and Trinidadian English
NP OP PPro
aave, East Palo Alto
(Rickford et al., 1991:117)
.42 .46a .62
Barbadian Creole









Source:adapted from Rickford, (1998:184; Table 6.13).
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creoles are examined, the patterns of copula variability by following grammatical
environment are much more comparable to those found inaave. A second in-
consistency, noted by Mufwene (1992), is the fact thataave allows for variable
copula absence in the environment of predicative NPs, whereas creoles generally
require an equative copula in this environment.According to Winford (1998:112),
this inconsistency may be accounted for by the fact that “earlyave [was] af-
fected by restructured varieties containing no copula in nominal environments,”
whereas the substratum inputs for Caribbean English Creoles (cec ) required a
copula in —NP environments. Winford suggested that the early copula system of
Gullah is likely to have had a significant influence on the emergingaave system.
Another issue regarding following grammatical environment involves the spe-
cific effects of the predicatesgonnaandgon. Many studies of theaave copula
have routinely collapsed the two into a single factor:gon(na). However, it has
been observed by Rickford and Blake (1990), as well as Winford (1992a, 1998),
that separating these predicates might reveal two different patterns of distribu-
tion, consistent with those observed in manycec varieties. According to Winford
(1992a:55, fn. 8), “other mesolectal varieties ofcec . . . distinguish sharply be-
tweengonandgwain0goin tu; the former never allowsbe, while the latter does,
at least in the ‘upper’ mesolect.” Winford described this distinction in creole
varieties as one between a “pure future marker”go0gon, which requires no cop-
ula, and a “prospective”goin0gwine, which allows a copula (1998:113). An
alternative theory, proposed by Poplack and Tagliamonte (2001), is thatgon nd
gonnain African American diaspora varieties and other English dialects repre-
sent phonological variants of Englishgoing toand involve no creole remnant.
They argued that,
if some of the variants ofgoing todescend from a(n invariant) creole grammar,
choice among them should not be affected by phonetic environment. But when
variant distribution is examined according to place of articulation of the following
segment . . . a clear pattern of phonological conditioning emerges, implicating pho-
netic assimilation in the reduction ofgoing to.
The effects of co-articulation are evident in all the varieties (except Ottawa):gon
is preferred in alveolar stop contexts. . . whilegonnaprevails elsewhere. (Poplack
& Tagliamonte, 2001:223–224)
All of these issues were taken into consideration in the testing of the following
grammatical environment in the Gullah data.
Finally, two nonlinguistic factor groups, gender and style, were also consid-
ered. In an investigation of complementizer, prepositional, and pronominal con-
structions in Gullah, Nichols (1976:137–138) reported that young to middle-aged
women were more innovative in their incorporation of “standard” (i.e., English)
features than were their male counterparts, whereas a group of older women
“chose to resist change toward the standard.”20Although all of the speakers in the
current study fell into an “older” age bracket, gender was tested to determine
whether the male0female distinction would have any significant effect on the
distribution of the variants. Also, it has been observed that style plays an impor-
tant role in determining how standard or nonstandard a speech sample will be
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(see, e.g., Labov, 1972b, 1972c; Wolfram, 1986). Since both conversation and
interview styles were elicited for this study, style was tested for possible corre-
lations between interview styles and more acrolectal variants and between con-
versation styles and more creole variants.
Because of the presence of various knockout factors, singleton groups, and
interactions, not all of these factors or factor groups were tested for all three
variables.21 Now let us turn to the specific constraints tested for each variable.
1st person singular variation
Table 9 shows the overall frequencies of the 1st person singular variants. Al-
though the overall frequencies of zero and‘m are comparable at 47% (N 5 35)
and 51% (N538), respectively, there was only one token ofamin the data, which
was produced in an interview-style setting (see sentence (1)). As a result,am
produced many 0% knockouts and thus did not undergo any further statistical
analysis. The distributions of‘m and zero, however, were analyzed further.
Because the 1st person singular variants only occur with the subjectI, subject
type and preceding phonological environment represent singleton groups for this
variable, the former involving only the personal pronoun factor and the latter
involving only the preceding vowel factor. As a result, these groups were not
tested for this variable. However, the remaining groups—following grammatical
environment, following phonological environment, gender, and style—were tested
for their potential influence on the variation. Table 10 shows the results of two
varbrul runs testing the effects of these groups on the distributions of zero and
‘m.22 Note that, because of the knockout exclusions and the absence of theam
data from the table, the totals presented in Table 10 do not match those presented
in the corresponding overall frequency table (i.e., Table 9). This is true of other
sets of corresponding tables as well.
Following grammatical environment included seven factors: noun phrase, ad-
jectival phrase, locative, verb1-ing, gonna, a, andgon. Three of these—locative,
a, andgon—were not candidates for thevarbrul analysis because they exhib-
ited categorical behavior in the data. The categorical use of the zero copula in the
environment of predicate locatives is most likely a simple consequence of the fact
TABLE 9. Overall frequencies of
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that only one locative construction was produced for this variable. The other two
environments, however, seem to represent more significant trends in the data.
In the environment ofa, which appears to represent a phonologically reduced
form of gonna, only the‘m variant is used.
(12) I’m a leave that too.
(13) I’m a see you Saturday.
The lack of zero copula tokens here may be motivated by an effort to avoid VV
clusters (e.g., (13)): only one zero copula token occurred in the environment of a
following vowel in these data. Note that although following phonological envi-
ronment was not chosen as significant, it does suggest a preference forvcv
patterning, with zero favored in the environment of following consonants and‘m
favored in the environment of following vowels. Similar observations have been
made in previous studies with regard toaave, se, and a number of contact ver-
naculars (see, e.g., Baugh, 1980; Labov, 1972a).
In contrast, the predicategonexhibits categorical copula absence, as shown in
Table 10. This pattern also contrasts withgonna, which exhibits a high frequency
TABLE 10. varbrul results for 1st person singular variants zero and‘m
zero ‘m
N % w N % w
Following grammatical environment
Noun phrase 1 13 .18 7 88 .81
Adjectival phrase 13 57 .76 10 43 .28
Locative 1 100 1.0a 0 0 .00
Verb1 -ing 8 36 .42 13 59 .53
gonna 1 14 .26 6 86 .76
a 0 0 .00 2 100 1.0
gon 11 100 1.0 0 0 .00
Following phonological environment
_Consonant 22 43 .60 28 55 .42
_Vowel 1 11 .10 8 89 .88
Gender
Male 4 14 (.26)b 23 82 (.70)
Female 19 59 (.72) 13 41 (.32)
Style
Conversation 16 57 .71 12 43 .33
Interview 7 22 .32 24 75 .65
Input probability 0.267 0.690
Number of tokens tested 23 36
aBoldface items represent knockout factors, which were not included in thevarbrul analysis.
bParentheses mark the probability values for factors selected as significant in thevarbrul analysis.
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of ‘m tokens. For this variable,gon and gonnado appear to involve distinct
patterns of behavior, consistent with observations made by Rickford and Blake
(1990) and Winford (1992a) for other creole varieties. The hierarchy for follow-
ing grammatical environment also resembles creole varieties with regard to the
high probability of copula absence in adjectival environments. As shown in
Table 10, the probability for copula absence in adjectival environments is even
higher than that for verb1-ing predicates, whereas inaave adjectives tend to
disfavor copula absence. This discrepancy is one that has proven to be problem-
atic for the Creolist Hypothesis.
Of the four groups tested, only gender was found to have a statistically sig-
nificant effect on the 1st person singular variation. Women favor the zero copula,
whereas men favor the‘m variant. This finding is consistent with patterns ob-
served by Nichols (1976): older Gullah women were actually slower than their
male counterparts in adopting more standard (i.e., less creole-like) variants. These
findings suggest that this pattern may still be in effect, at least among older rural
speakers.
Finally, style was not chosen as significant in thevarbrul analysis. But it is
interesting to note that zero was favored in conversation styles, whereas‘m was
favored in interview styles. These patterns are discussed further, following the
examination of the other variables.
3rd person singular variation
The 3rd person singular variable included three variants:is, ‘s, and zero. Initially,
all six independent factor groups were considered for this variable. Three of these—
following phonological environment, gender, and style—consist, more or less, of
the same factors that were tested on the 1st person singular variants, with one
exception: following consonant. Consistent with previous studies of the copula,
sibilant consonants were excluded from the following consonant count for the
3rd person singular variable because of the difficulties that this environment cre-
ates for distinguishing contraction from absence.
Following grammatical environment included seven factors: noun phrase, ad-
jectival phrase, locative, verb1-ing, a1verb1-ing, gonna, andgon. a1verb1-
ing consists of a preverbal imperfective markera, characteristic of many creole
varieties, followed by the more English-like-ing inflected verb. This construc-
tion represents a double marking of progressive aspect and appears to be indic-
ative of a more mesolectal variety.
For subject type, four factors were initially considered:what0it 0that (wit)
subjects, personal pronouns, noun phrases, and other pronouns. Since the discov-
ery of the NP—0PRO— effect in Labov (1969, 1972a), a number of studies have
separated pronominal subjects into two categories—personal pronouns (which
primarily end in vowels) and other pronouns—in order to determine whether the
pronominal effect is, indeed, an independent grammatical effect or whether it is
related to the effects of preceding phonological environment. Rickford et al.
(1991:130, fn. 7), in their analysis of contraction inaave, concluded that subject
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type was an independent constraint because the probabilities for personal pro-
nouns were higher than those for preceding vowels (see also Rickford & Blake,
1990). These effects were examined in the Gullah data.
wit constructions have typically been excluded from analyses of copula vari-
ability in aave because of the categorical (or near-categorical) use of the con-
tracted copula (i.e.,‘s) in these environments. However, researchers examining
varieties such as Samaná English (see Poplack & Sankoff, 1987) and Trinidadian
Creole (see Winford, 1992a) have observed variable copula absence in these en-
vironments and have included them in their analyses.23 Blake (1997) argued that
wit constructions should be considered “don’t count” cases in studies ofaave
copula variability, not only because of their near-categorical behavior, but also
because of their tendency to occur with extremely high frequencies in the data.
“Adding these cases to the count tokens would account for 51% (n5 1703) of the
data. One can imagine how this many contracted cases could skew the data to-
wards the contracted copula” (Blake, 1997:77, fn. 20). In the Gullah data,wi
tokens also accounted for a large percentage of the overall total (390059 tokens,
or 65%). And contracted forms occurred with 89% frequency in these environ-
ments, as shown in Table 11. Thus, the Gullah data, unlikeaave, do exhibit
copula absence withwit subjects, but including these subjects in the quantitative
analysis would significantly skew the overall results. For this reason, they were
not included in the analysis of the 3rd person singular variable.
For preceding phonological environment, three factors were initially consid-
ered: vowels, nonsibilant consonants, and sibilant consonants. Although follow-
ing sibilants are typically excluded from analyses ofis variability, researchers
have varied with regard to the inclusion or exclusion of preceding sibilants. One
argument against their inclusion points to the possible effects of this environment
on the contracted copula. As noted by Fasold (1990:15, fn. 14), “The inhibitory
effect of preceding sibilants on contraction is intuitively easy to understand. Con-
traction would produce a geminate cluster which apparently cannot survive in
that form.” It has also been argued that this environment is likely to create diffi-
culties in distinguishing contraction from absence while coding (see, e.g., Wol-
fram, 1969). By contrast, Blake (1997) argued in favor of their inclusion, noting
that they caused only minimal coding difficulties in theaave data that she con-
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sidered. In the Gullah data, however, the‘s variant never occurred in the envi-
ronment of preceding sibilants, as shown in Table 12. Given their apparent
inhibitory effect on contraction, preceding sibilants were excluded from the analy-
sis of this variable.
With thewit and preceding sibilant environments excluded from analysis, the
overall number of tokens was reduced from 599 to 164 tokens. The overall fre-
quency of the variants is shown in Table 13; the frequency distribution of the
variants across the six factor groups is shown in Table 14. Note in Table 14 that
three factors—a1verb1-ing, gonna, andgon—are knockouts in following gram-
matical environment. The‘s variant is categorical beforea1verb1-ing, which
occurred only once in the data. And in the environments ofgonandgonna, the
zero copula is categorical. Note that this pattern differs from that found in 1st
person singular environments, where the contracted copula is the most frequent
variant in the environment ofgonna.
The other knockout factor in Table 14 is the other pronoun factor, which has a
0% knockout for‘s. In this environment, zero andis occurred once each. What
these numbers do not show, however, is that the low number of tokens in the other
pronoun environment actually resulted from the exclusion of preceding sibilants
from preceding phonological environment. Originally, the other pronoun factor
included 34 tokens, 32 of which were tokens of the pronounthis, which, of course,
ends in a sibilant consonant. The exclusion of the preceding sibilant factor thus
TABLE 12. Frequencies of 3rd person
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left the other pronoun factor with just two tokens:everythingandeverybody, as
shown in sentences (14) and (15).
(14) Everything is right there.
(15) Everybody gon tell you.
The overlap between other pronouns and preceding sibilants, however, repre-
sents just one of several overlaps in the 3rd person singular data.Across-tabulation
of subject type and preceding phonological environment revealed additional over-
laps between personal pronoun subjects and preceding vowels and between noun
phrase subjects and preceding nonsibilant consonants, as shown in Table 15.
In addition, a cross-tabulation of following grammatical environment and fol-
lowing phonological environment revealed overlaps betweengonandgonnaand
following consonants, betweena1verb1-ing and following vowels, and, some-
what less predictably, between verb1-ing and following consonants, as shown in
TABLE 14. Frequency distributions of 3rd person singular variants
zero ‘s is
N % N % N %
Following grammatical environment
Noun phrase 15 27 12 22 28 51
Adjectival phrase 24 41 11 19 23 40
Locative 6 50 1 8 5 42
Verb1 -ing 21 88 1 4 2 8
a1 verb1 -ing 0 0 1 100 0 0
gonna 1 100 0 0 0 0
gon 13 100 0 0 0 0
Following phonological environment
_Nonsibilant consonant 70 52 17 13 47 35
_Vowel 10 33 9 30 11 37
Subject type
Personal pronoun 49 63 19 24 10 13
Noun phrase 30 36 7 8 47 56
Other pronoun 1 50 0 0 1 50
Preceding phonological environment
_Nonsibilant consonant 27 39 4 6 39 56
_Vowel 53 56 22 23 19 20
Gender
Male 23 51 8 18 14 31
Female 57 48 18 15 44 37
Style
Conversation 54 55 10 10 35 35
Interview 26 40 16 25 23 35
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Table 16. And, while a cross-tabulation of gender and style revealed no empty or
near-empty cells, the data distribution was significantly skewed; a majority of the
tokens were produced by female speakers in conversation style, as shown in
Table 17.24 A few test runs of the data indicated that the interactions between
these cross-tabulated groups were significant enough to cause thevarbrul pro-
gram to produce unreliable results, the most serious effect being conflicting per-
centage and factor weight hierarchies.25 In order to eliminate these interactions,
a number of adjustments were made to the data.
Note, first of all, that the interactions between following grammatical envi-
ronment and following phonological environment affect only the auxiliary
environments, which overlap with following consonants, except in the case of
a1verb1-ing. The potential for this type of interaction was noted by Fraser
(1972:13), who observed that “gonnabegins with a consonant, and the likelihood
of a verb beginning with a consonant is greater than for an NP, either because of
the determinera or nouns without determiner which have initial vowels.” Wol-
fram (1974:507) acknowledged this potential for interaction as well, noting that
the “following consonant rather than the type of syntactic environment may be
responsible for the increased incidence of deletion in certain types of environ-
ments.” Clearly, such a finding would have serious implications for the Creolist
Hypothesis, which has placed much emphasis on the grammatical effects of fol-
lowing environment. Given this observation and the fact that all of the auxiliary
environments except verb1-ing were also knockout factors in the data, the
varbrul analysis for this variable was restricted to “true copula” environments:
only those tokens occurring in the environment of nominal, adjectival, or locative
TABLE 15. Cross-tabulation of subject type and preceding
phonological environment in 3rd person singular data
PP NP OP Total
Preceding vowel 78 15 1 94
Preceding nonsibilant consonant 0 69 1 70
Total 78 84 2 164
TABLE 16. Cross-tabulation of following grammatical environment and
following phonological environment in 3rd person singular data
NP ADJ LOC Ving a1Ving gonna gon Total
Following vowel 16 8 5 0 1 0 0 30
Following nonsibilant consonant 39 50 7 24 0 1 13 134
Total 55 58 12 24 1 1 13 164
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predicates. Separating the copula and auxiliary environments in this way allowed
for the effects of following phonological environment to be examined without the
interaction observed in Table 16.26 For purposes of comparison, however, the
numbers and percentages for the auxiliary contexts are included in thevarbrul
tables.
The overlap between subject type and preceding phonological environment is,
of course, unsurprising, given the intentional separation of personal pronouns
from the other subject type factors because of their final phonological segment.
However, this interaction does not appear to have been problematic for other
studies in terms of thevarbrul results that were produced.27 To eliminate the
interactions between subject type and preceding phonological environment, a
new cross-product group was formed consisting of four factors: personal pronoun0
preceding vowel, noun phrase0preceding nonsibilant consonant, noun phrase0
preceding vowel, and other pronoun0preceding nonsibilant consonant.28 With
the exclusion of auxiliary environments from thevarbrul run, the one token that
occurred in the other pronoun0preceding vowel environment (see sentence (15))
was eliminated. And the other pronoun0preceding nonsibilant consonant factor
(see sentence (14)) was excluded from thevarbrul run as a 100% knockout for
is. Therefore, only three factors were actually tested in the newly formed cross-
product group.
Finally, in an effort to accommodate for the skewed distributions between
gender and style, another cross-product group was constructed consisting of four
factors: female speaker0conversation style, male speaker0conversation style, fe-
male speaker0 interview style, and male speaker0 interview style. Unfortunately,
this group produced new interactions with the linguistic factor groups and there-
fore could not be reliably tested. Attempts were also made to partition the data
(e.g., by running the conversation data separately from the interview data or the
male data separately from the female data). However, these attempts failed to
produce reliable results as well, possibly due to the low overall number of tokens
resulting from the exclusion of auxiliary environments and other pronoun sub-
jects. For these reasons, gender and style were not tested for this variable.
Table 18 shows the results of thevarbrul runs for zero and‘s with these
adjustments made to the data. The only factor group chosen as significant in these
runs was subject type0preceding phonological environment. For this group,‘s
was favored most by preceding vowels with personal pronoun subjects and then
TABLE 17. Cross-tabulation of gender and style
in 3rd person singular data
Female Male
Conversation 89 10 99
Interview 30 35 65
Total 119 45 164
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by preceding vowels with noun phrase subjects. It was disfavored by preceding
nonsibilant consonants with noun phrase subjects. These results are consistent
with previous findings in showing a strong favoring effect on contraction from
personal pronouns and vowels. However, the fact that preceding vowels with
noun phrase subjects also favor contraction in these data suggests that the effect
of preceding vowels is most important. And, as in the 1st person singular data,
these findings suggest the presence of acvcv patterning preference in the data.
Subject type was not chosen as statistically significant for the zero copula;
however, the percentages and factor weights here resemble the pattern typically
found in aave, in which personal pronouns favor copula absence over noun
phrases, unlike the opposite pattern found in manycec varieties. In contrast to the
contraction figures, the effect on copula absence appears to be more grammati-
cally driven. This effect may be a reflection of the “straight deletion” formula that
was used to calculate the percentages, as discussed in Rickford et al. (1991).
Finally, following grammatical environment also was not chosen as signifi-
cant in these data; however, the distribution of the zero copula here matches that
typically observed in studies of copula variability inaave, in contrast to that
found in the 1st person singular data. Note also that following phonological en-
TABLE 18. varbrul results for 3rd person singular variants zero and‘s
zero ‘s
N % W N % W
Following grammatical environment
Noun phrase 15 27 .40 12 22 .54
Adjectival phrase 24 41 .56 11 19 .51
Locative 6 55 .71 1 9 .29
Verb1-ing 21 88 N0A 1 4 N0A
a1verb1-ing 0 0 .00a 1 100 1.0
gonna 1 100 1.0 0 0 .00
gon 13 100 1.0 0 0 .00
Subject type0Preceding phonological environment
PP0vowel_ 23 47 .64 17 35 (.74)b
NP0nonsibilant consonant_ 20 32 .45 4 6 (.28)
NP0vowel_ 2 15 .23 3 23 (.64)
OP0nonsibilant consonant_ 0 0 .00 0 0 .00
Following phonological environment
_Nonsibilant consonant 35 37 .52 16 17 .56
_Vowel 10 34 .42 8 28 .48
Input probability 0.349 0.150
Number of tokens tested 45 24
aBoldface items represent knockout factors, which were not included in thevarbrul analysis.
bParentheses mark the probability values for factors selected as significant in thevarbrul analysis.
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vironment appears to have little effect on the zero copula distribution, not only in
terms of the probability weightings (which were not selected as significant), but
also in terms of the percentages, which favor consonants over vowels by only 3%.
Plural02nd person singular variation
Table 19 shows the overall distribution of the variants found in plural02nd person
singular environments. To eliminate indeterminate tokens and inhibitory envi-
ronments from these data, tokens occurring in the environments of preceding and
following [r], as well as in the environments of preceding and following sibilants,
were not included in the totals shown in Table 19 (see Blake, 1997).29 In addition
to these exclusions, it appeared that at least one other environment needed to be
considered for its possible inhibitory effects on plural02nd person singular vari-
ation: the effects of preceding consonants. As observed by Walker (2000:65),‘re
(or [r]) is restricted to post-vocalic environments. He noted that, “in other en-
vironments, [contractedare] becomes syllabic to satisfy English phonotactics
and thus is not, strictly speaking, contracted.” Walker used this observation to
argue thatare variability should not be included in studies of copula variability,
given the fact that post-vocalic environments are highly susceptible to deletion,
thus making it difficult to distinguish [r]-deletion fromare-“deletion.” However,
as noted earlier, Wolfram (1974) found that the two processes involve different
patterns of constraint, especially in terms of the effects of following phonological
environment. Thus, rather than eliminatingare-deletion altogether, an alternative
approach was used, which involved separating the post-vocalic and post-
consonantal variation into two variables, as shown in Tables 20 and 21.
The zero copula is the most frequent variant in both post-vocalic and post-
consonantal environments, but it is more frequent in the former than in the latter,
suggesting at least the possibility of an effect from post-vocalic [r]-deletion. This
possibility is also supported by the fact that these concord forms,are and ‘re,
make up the majority of overt copula forms in post-vocalic environments in con-
trast to post-consonantal environments, where the nonconcord forms,is and ‘s,
constitute the majority, as shown in Table 22.
TABLE 19. Overall frequencies of
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Table 23 shows the frequency distributions of the post-consonantal variants.
Clearly, not much can be said about the frequencies in Table 23, given the low
overall number of tokens in post-consonantal environments (N 5 25). A few
tentative observations may be made. Note that copula absence occurs with 52%
frequency in the environment of following nonsibilant consonants and with 50%
frequency in the environment of following vowels, suggesting a negligible effect
from following phonological environment, as was found for the 3rd person sin-
gular variants. The frequency distributions for subject type suggest a preference
for copula absence in pronominal environments, consistent with patterns typi-









TABLE 21. Overall frequencies of post-vocalic







TABLE 22. Agreement patterns among post-consonantal and
post-vocalic plural02nd person singular variants
is ‘s are ‘re % Agreement
Post-consonantal 6 2 4 0 33
Post-vocalic 0 3 2 25 90
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cally found inaave.30 And, with the exception of the —np0—adj ordering, the
hierarchy in following grammatical environment for the zero copula also resem-
bles that typically found inaave. Among the nonlinguistic groups, the gender
patterns do not appear to reveal anything particularly interesting. But note that
the zero copula is used more frequently in conversation style than in interview
style for this variable, similar to the pattern observed in 1st person singular en-
vironments. Unfortunately, given the low overall number of tokens for this vari-
able, these patterns cannot be tested for statistical significance.
The frequency distributions of the post-vocalic variants are shown in Table 24.
Subject type was not included in this table. This group was eliminated as a single-
ton group because all of the subjects for this variable were personal pronouns,
again showing the overlap between personal pronoun subjects and preceding
vowels observed in 3rd person singular environments.Aseries of cross-tabulations
was done to check for any additional interactions in these data. Surprisingly,
following grammatical environment and following phonological environment re-
vealed the same pattern of interactions found in 3rd person singular environ-
ments, with overlaps occurring between auxiliary environments and following
consonants, as shown in Table 25.
TABLE 23. Frequency distributions of post-consonantal
plural02nd person singular variants
zero ‘s is are
N % N % N % N %
Following grammatical environment
Noun phrase 3 30 2 20 4 40 1 10
Adjectival phrase 1 25 0 0 0 0 3 75
Locative 2 50 0 0 2 50 0 0
Verb1-ing 5 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
gon 2 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
Following phonological environment
_Nonsibilant consonant 11 52 2 10 6 29 2 10
_Vowel 2 50 0 0 0 0 2 50
Subject type
Personal pronouna 4 80 0 0 1 20 0 0
Noun phrase 8 42 2 11 5 26 4 21
Other pronoun 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gender
Male 5 50 2 20 1 10 2 20
Female 8 53 0 0 5 33 2 13
Style
Conversation 7 64 0 0 3 27 1 9
Interview 6 43 2 14 3 21 3 21
aIncludes three tokens ofy’all and two tokens of nominaldem.
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The fact that this interaction occurs in more than one variable (particularly
with regard to the verb1-ing predicate) suggests that this pattern may be reflec-
tive of a general tendency that has not been fully explored in the literature. As
discussed earlier, one notable exception is Wolfram (1974), which excluded to-
kens ofgonnafrom the analysis ofare variability in order to examine the inde-
pendent effects of the following phonological environment. However, given the
relatively low overall number of tokens for this variable, it was not possible to
partition out the auxiliary environments as was done for the 3rd person singular
variable to achieve a reliablevarbrul result. Some observations were made,
however, with regard to the percentages in Table 24.
TABLE 24. Frequency distributions of post-vocalic
plural02nd person singular variants
zero ‘s are ‘ re
N % N % N % N %
Following grammatical environment
Noun phrase 5 56 1 11 0 0 3 33
Adjectival phrase 19 56 2 6 0 0 13 38
Locative 6 75 0 0 0 0 2 25
Verb1-ing 35 80 0 0 2 5 7 16
gon 11 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
gonna 3 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
Following phonological environment
_Nonsibilant consonant 72 73 3 3 2 2 21 21
_Vowel 7 64 0 0 0 0 4 36
Gender
Male 37 71 1 2 1 2 13 25
Female 42 74 2 4 1 2 12 21
Style
Conversation 46 90 1 2 1 2 3 6
Interview 33 57 2 3 1 2 22 38
TABLE 25. Cross-tabulation of following grammatical environment and following
phonological environment in post-vocalic plural02nd person singular data
NP ADJ LOC Ving gon gonna Total
Following vowel 1 5 5 0 0 0 11
Following nonsibilant consonant 8 29 3 44 11 3 98
Total 9 34 8 44 11 3 109
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As in the post-consonantal data, the hierarchy for following grammatical en-
vironment in Table 24 resembles that typically found inaave. However, the zero
copula is categorical in the environments of bothgonandgonnain contrast to the
1st person singular data, which exhibited distinct patterns of contraction and
absence in these environments. With regard to following phonological environ-
ment, there is a 9% difference in the frequencies of the zero copula in the post-
vocalic data, with the higher percentage found in the environment of following
nonsibilant consonants. Although this difference is not extremely large, it would
support the theory of post-vocalic [r]-deletion, which, as observed by Wolfram, is
consistently favored by following consonants. However, as with the interactions
between following consonants and auxiliary environments shown in Table 24, it
is impossible to tell how much of the effect is phonological and how much of it is
grammatical. Table 26, therefore, shows the figures for following phonological
environment with the auxiliary environments excluded.
With the exclusion of auxiliary environments, the percentage of copula ab-
sence actually shifts in favor of following vowels, thus suggesting that copula
absence in post-vocalic environments is not a product of [r]-deletion but instead
is grammatically constrained. Wolfram (1974:508) reported the same finding in
his analysis ofare variability, following the exclusion ofgonnatokens. Finally,
for the nonlinguistic groups, gender reveals no particularly noticeable patterns.
However, style exhibits the same pattern found earlier for the 1st person singular
and plural02nd person singular post-consonantal variables. For this variable,
the zero copula is near-categorical in conversation styles, occurring with 90%
frequency.
S U M M A R Y A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
Figure 1 summarizes the overall patterns of copula variability observed in the
Gullah data. Note that the zero copula is the most frequent variant in every
environment except with 1st person singular subjects. Unlikeaave, however,
which tends to exhibit near-categorical contraction in 1st person singular envi-
ronments, the Gullah data show an almost equal distribution of zero and‘m
tokens—a pattern that has been more typically observed in creole and diaspora
varieties. The highest percentage of copula absence is found in post-vocalic plural0
TABLE 26. Effects of following phonological environment on plural02nd person
singular, post-vocalic variants, minus auxiliary environments
zero ‘s are ‘ re
N % N % N % N %
_Nonsibilant consonant 23 58 3 8 0 0 14 35
_Vowel 7 64 0 0 0 0 4 36
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figure 1. Summary of overall frequencies.
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2nd person singular environments, where zero varies primarily with tokens of‘re.
Although this pattern appears on the surface to suggest complicating effects from
post-vocalic [r]-deletion, the effects of following phonological environment do
not support this theory. The inclusion ofare variability in the overall analysis,
therefore, seems justified. Separating the plural02nd person singular environ-
ments into two variables, as was done in this study, provides a clearer picture of
the patterns of variable agreement in the data. Of course, the disadvantage of
separating the variables in this way, as well as in separating the plural02nd person
singular and 3rd person singular variables, is the reduction in the pool of tokens
to be tested. These separations, however, are necessitated by the distinct patterns
of variation exhibited in each environment.
Although the interactions between phonological and grammatical constraints
in the Gullah data make comparisons withaave and other varieties somewhat
difficult, a few interesting patterns emerge. Recall that subject type and preceding
phonological environment were not tested for the 1st person singular and post-
vocalic plural02nd person singular variables because they involved singleton
groups. However, the patterns of copula absence for the other two variables war-
rant further discussion. In both cases, the zero copula occurs more frequently
with personal pronouns than with noun phrase subjects, consistent with patterns
found inaave. Figure 2 shows the frequencies of copula absence for both vari-
ables.31 Note in Figure 2 that thenp—0pro— ordering is consistent across the
two variables, in spite of the fact that the plural02nd person singular figures are
only post-consonantal. The 3rd person singular figures are post-vocalic with per-
sonal pronouns and include both preceding consonants and vowels with noun
phrases. As noted earlier, the lack of a phonological effect in these data is most
likely a reflection of the “straight deletion” formula, which, as observed by Rick-
ford et al. (1991:118), “involves the removal of the copula vowel and consonant
simultaneously, as agrammaticalrather thanphonologicalvariable.” However,
the ordering of the subject type constraints has implications for theaav origins
debate. As noted earlier, most creoles have exhibited either the reverse of the
figure 2. Summary of copula absence frequencies by subject type.
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typical aave pattern or have failed to show the margins of difference typically
found in aave. No statistical significance was observed for this pattern in the
Gullah data, but the fact that it matches the ordering typically found inaave may
be suggestive of a link between the two varieties.
Following grammatical environment also was not chosen as significant for
any of the variables in these data. However, the frequency results are more or less
consistent with those typically reported foraave, with higher percentages of
absence in auxiliary environments than in “true copula” environments. Figure 3
summarizes the distributions of the zero copula by following grammatical envi-
ronment. Note that with the exception of the 1st person singular variable, the
Gullah data resemble the hierarchy characteristic of copula absence inaave. As
such, these data address some of the inconsistencies betweenaav and creole
varieties that studies such as Mufwene (1992) and Poplack and Sankoff (1987)
have observed as being problematic for the Creolist Hypothesis. Gullah, like
aave, allows for variable copula absence in the environment ofnp predicates;
most creole varieties require a copula in this environment.And with the exception
of the 1st person singular data, the Gullah data also resembleaave in exhibiting
a lower frequency of copula absence in adjectival environments than in locative
environments; manycec varieties tend to exhibit the reverse pattern.
The 1st person singular variable is the only variable that exhibits thegon0
gonnadistinction in the Gullah data.32 In contrast to patterns observed by Poplack
and Tagliamonte (2001) for African American diaspora varieties and other En-
glish dialects, the constraining effects of this distinction in the Gullah data appear
to be more grammatically constrained. In the Gullah data, neithergonnorgonna
is favored by [1alveolar] contexts. Instead, both variants are favored by [2al-
veolar] contexts, as shown in Table 27.33 Of course,gon (at 38%) exhibits a
higher percentage of occurrence in [1alveolar] contexts thangonna(at 17%) or
evengonn(a) (at 29%). Still the data do not suggest thatgon is favored in [1al-
veolar] environments, as Poplack and Tagliamonte observed in their examination
of this distinction.34
figure 3. Summary of copula absence frequencies by following grammatical environment.
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The interactions between following phonological environment and following
grammatical environment point to a distinction between “true copula” and aux-
iliary environments, one that might be worthy of further exploration. The exclu-
sion of auxiliary environments in the 3rd person singular data did not unmask any
significant effect from following phonological environment; nevertheless, the
overlap between auxiliaries and following consonants, especially with verb1
-ing predicates, should be explored in future studies to determine how much it
actually affects the results for following grammatical environment. Walker (2000),
who observed a number of interactions in his own data, including interactions
between following grammatical environment and prosodic structure, suggested
that copula and auxiliary contexts should be examined separately.
Finally, with regard to the nonlinguistic constraints, style was not chosen as
significant for any of the variables examined. It is interesting to note that the zero
copula consistently occurs more frequently in conversation styles than in inter-
view styles, as illustrated by Figure 4. Of course, in the case of the 3rd person
singular data, these patterns may be affected by the heavy overlap between fe-
male speakers and conversation styles. However, none of the other variables ex-
hibited this skewed distribution pattern. Gender was only chosen as significant
for the 1st person singular variants, where female speakers favored the zero cop-
ula and male speakers favored‘m. These patterns contradict the findings reported
in most language and gender research that women use more standard variants







figure 4. Summary of copula absence frequencies by style.
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than men. However, they do parallel the observations made by Nichols (1976) for
older, rural Gullah speakers.
The evidence examined in this article describes a mesolectal to upper meso-
lectal system that, in some ways, resembles that of intermediate Caribbean En-
glish Creoles and, in other ways, shows interesting parallels with the copula system
of aave. The observed parallels are likely to have significant implications for the
debate over the origins ofaave, given that the Gullah data exhibit parallels with
aave that have not been attested in comparisons betweenaave and other creole
varieties. Specifically, the adjective0 locative distinction, the use of the zero cop-
ula in —np environments, and thenp—0pro— distinction in subject type are
patterns that have proven to be problematic for creolists who have compared
aave to other creoles. The Gullah patterns, however, resemble theaav patterns
in ways that offer new support for the theory of anave-creole connection.
N O T E S
1. See Rickford (1998) for a comprehensive discussion of the creole origins debate, particularly as
it relates to copula variability inaave.
2. For purposes of convenience, the term “copula” is used in this article to refer to forms that occur
in nominal, adjectival, and locative environments (i.e., “true copula” environments) as well as pro-
gressive and future environments (i.e., auxiliary environments). Later in the article, I consider whether
or not the two should, in fact, be collapsed in this way.
3. For purposes of convenience, Barbados is included in this list. However, the extent to which the
variety spoken there exhibits creole features is a topic of debate (e.g., Cassidy, 1980; Hancock, 1980;
Rickford, 1992; Rickford & Handler, 1994).
4. While creole similarities have been of primary concern for many creolists studying the history
of aave, it is important to note that they represent only one type of evidence that has been brought to
bear in the debate over the origins ofaave. Rickford (1998) discussed seven different types of
evidence that have been considered in this debate: sociohistorical conditions, historical attestations,
diaspora recordings, creole similarities, African language similarities, English dialect differences,
and age-group comparisons (see, e.g., Table 6.1, p. 162).
5. For a full comparison of the copula systems in Gullah andave, see Weldon (1998), from
which the current study is adapted.
6. The fieldworkers who collected these data were Dale Rosengarten and Vennie Deas-Moore.
Both researchers conducted interviews with Gullah speakers for separate projects sponsored by the
McKissick Museum.
7. In this and subsequent tables, the terms “Black,” “White,” and “American Indian” are used in
accordance with the labels assigned by the U.S. Census Bureau.
8. Such observations have contributed to the theory that Gullah is dying out (see, e.g., Jones-
Jackson, 1984, 1987). Opposing views are presented in Mufwene (1991a, 1991b).
9. Similar observations are made in Mufwene (1993).
10. This researcher, Vennie Deas-Moore, also conducted some of the taped interviews donated to
me by the McKissick Museum.
11. While these assessments were based primarily on impressionistic judgments, linguistic features
such as pastbeen(vs.was), progressive (d)a1 vbse0 ing (vs. ving), and presentain’t 1 vbse(vs.don’t1
vbse) were among the indicators used to identify Gullah speakers for this study. Most of the speakers
in this study exhibited variation in their use of these creole versus noncreole features. Those who
employed the creole features more frequently fell closer to the lower mesolectal end of the scale,
whereas those who employed the noncreole features more frequently fell along the upper mesolectal
to lower acrolectal end of the scale. Based on traditional definitions of creole continua, I would
predict that basilectal and acrolectal speech samples would involve more categorical use of the creole
and noncreole features, respectively.
12. The speakers in this study were chosen through what Milroy (1987) referred to as “judgment
sampling.” In other words, the speakers were judged as “Gullah speakers” by me (as the primary
fieldworker) and by other reliable sources in the community. These determinations were made based
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on factors such as the degree of mobility, education, and access to other linguistic varieties, as well as
the presence of identifiable Gullah features in an individual’s speech (e.g., pastbeen, progressive
(d)a, etc.).
13. This variable will be defined more specifically later in the article.
14. Note that, as a result of exclusions necessitated by the data, some of these totals change in the
analyses to follow.
15. Bickerton (1973:651) observed that in creole continua, such as the Guyanese continuum that he
examined, the formsiz (in present contexts) andwoz (in past contexts) are initially incorporated
without any person–number inflections. He hypothesized that the “full set of English inflections is not
introduced until (perhaps some time after)iz0wozhas taken over all environments.”
16. This principle was established based on Labov’s (1972a:73) observation that “whereverse can
contract, [Black English Vernacular] can deleteis andare, and vice versa.”
17. In recognition of the debate over whether the variable copula is underlyingly present and pho-
nologically deleted or underlyingly absent and morphologically inserted, the term “deletion” is writ-
ten here (and elsewhere) in quotation marks.
18. The formulas presented here were originally adopted from Rickford et al. (1991). However,
Walker (2000) offered a correction to Rickford et al.’s “insertion” formula, which has been used in
place of Rickford et al.’s original formula.
19. If Winford’s figures for Trinidadian English are averaged out, however, the margins of differ-
ence are much more comparable to those found inaave.
20. As noted by Nichols, the interaction of gender and market forces was largely responsible for the
patterns that she observed in her study.
21. goldvarb 2.0 will not conduct runs if knockout factors or singleton groups are detected in the
data. Knockout factors are those that exhibit categorical behavior (i.e., either 0% or 100% use of some
variant). Singleton groups are groups containing only one factor. Interactions occur when two or more
groups contain factors with overlapping data. Becausevarbrul programs assume independence
among factor groups, such overlaps often cause the programs to produce unreliable results.
22. goldvarb 2.0 only tests for binomial variance such that one variant of the dependent factor
group serves as the application value and the remaining variants serve as the nonapplication value.
Each variant was, therefore, tested as a separate application value.
23. Winford (1992a), however, excludedwit subjects in his comparison of Trinidadian Creole
andaave.
24. See Guy (1988) for a discussion of nonorthogonal data and skewed data distributions.
25. As discussed in studies such as Cedergren (1973), Guy (1988), and Paolillo (2002),varbrul,
unlike some other statistical packages, assumes that all factor groups being tested are independent of
one another. Because the program does not automatically test for interactions itself, it is necessary to
examine the data for possible interactions to avoid getting unreliable results. The studies cited here
offer ways of handling such interactions when usingvarbrul.
26. A similar strategy was used by Wolfram (1974), who excludedgonnatokens from his analysis
of are variability in order to examine the independent effects of following consonants. His findings
are discussed later in the article.
27. Perhaps these interactions were present in other studies as well, but were avoided in ways that
simply were not explicitly stated in the text.
28. Similar types of cross-product groups have been used in previous studies as well (see, e.g.,
Labov, 1972a).
29. There was some concern that excluding preceding sibilants from the plural02nd person singular
data would eliminate a majority of the tokens to the extent that plural NP subjects were marked with
the plural-smorpheme in the Gullah data. However, the exclusion only resulted in the elimination of
ten tokens.
30. Note here, however, that the personal pronouns are consonant-finaly’all and nominaldem, in
contrast to the 3rd person singular data, in which the personal pronouns were all vowel-final.
31. To facilitate comparison in Figure 2, the noun phrase0pr ceding nonsibilant consonant and
noun phrase0preceding vowel figures have been collapsed for the 3rd person singular variable.
32. With so fewgon0gonnatokens in the data, however, it is difficult to determine whether or not
this pattern extends to the other variables.
33. These percentages are based on the total number of occurrences ofgonandgonn(a) in the data,
not just the 1st person singular tokens.
34. It might also be noted thatgonis variably pronounced as [gõ] rather than [gon] in Gullah. So the
use of the variantgon in following alveolar contexts may not even represent a true coarticulation in
the Gullah data in all instances, as Poplack and Tagliamonte (2001) suggested for their data.
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